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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a novel approach named by Discriminative Principal Compo-
nent Analysis which is abbreviated as Discriminative PCA in order to enhance separability
of PCA by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). The proposed method performs feature
extraction by determining a linear projection that captures the most scattered discriminative
information. The most innovation of Discriminative PCA is performing PCA on discrimi-
native matrix rather than original sample matrix. For calculating the required discriminative
matrix under low complexity, we exploit LDA on a converted matrix to obtain within-class
matrix and between-class matrix thereof. During the computation process, we utilise direct
linear discriminant analysis (DLDA) to solve the encountered SSS problem. For evaluating
the performances of Discriminative PCA in face recognition, we analytically compare it
with DLAD and PCA on four well known facial databases, they are PIE, FERET, YALE
and ORL respectively. Results in accuracy and running time obtained by nearest neighbour
classifier are compared when different number of training images per person used. Not only
the superiority and outstanding performance of Discriminative PCA showed in recognition
rate, but also the comparable results of running time.
Keywords: Discriminative PCA, DLDA, PCA, discriminative matrix, face recognition
1 Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) are two of the
most popular linear dimensionality reduction approaches. Due to their effectivenesses in fea-
ture exraction, PCA, LDA and their variants have been continuious developed and applied into
numerous applications in various areas involving pattern recognition, computer vision, industrial
engineering and data analysis, etc. For illustrations, a novel variant of PCA, namely the adaptive
block sparse PCA based on penalized SVD is proposed to deduce a new multiple-set canonical
correlation analysis (mCCA) method, which is applied to the problem of multi-subject fMRI
data sets analysis in [17]. And two multilinear extensions of PCA is investigated in [12] with
application to an emission control system. Whereas LDA is often used in field of classifications,
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such as the application in text classification based on self-training and LDA topic models is in-
troduced in [13] and the application of facial exprssion classification using LDA and threshold
SVM is studied by literature [18]. For accelerating the convergence rate of the incremental LDA
algorithm, paper [4] derives new algorithms by optimizing the step size in each iteration using
steepest descent and conjugate direction methods. Besides these applications, literatures [25, 21]
root deep learning techniques into LDA to learn non-linear transformations.
Generally speaking, PCA is trying to find an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of
observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of most scattered values of linearly uncor-
related variables. Large number of theoritical analysis and real applications can prove that PCA
is simple and efficient, however PCA concerns with the overall sample data, which is a drawback
of limiting the same classification rate when changing different viewpoint. Whereas LDA per-
forms excellent separable performances by maximising between-class distance simultaneously
minimising within-class distance however under much expensive computational cost. Owing to
the importance of feature extraction in numerous areas, design more effective approach such that
exploit advantages of existing methodologies and overcome their shortcomings is promising. In
this sense, we aim to enhance separability of PCA by LDA in this paper and at the same time
reserve the outstanding performance of low computational complexity. For completing our goal,
we need to perform PCA on a discriminative matrix which can be calculated by LDA. However,
there are two severe problems exist in regular LDA. One is the computational difficulties and
another one appears in the cases that number of observations is less than their dimensions, which
is so called small sample size-SSS problem. Therefore in order to utilise LDA effectively, we
need to find a reasonable solution to resolve the both problems. Thanks to the extensive applica-
tions of LDA, there are many scientists focus on how to solve SSS probelm. One of the popular
solutions is so called PCA plus LDA, which is a method apply PCA as pre-processing step. The
relevant theoretical foundation and its applications can be found in [26, 27, 22]. But incom-
patibility is a potential problem of PCA plus LDA, which may lead to PCA discard dimensions
that contain important discriminative information for LDA. Therefore another more feasible and
effective approach is designed by [28, 8], which is named by direct linear discriminant analysis
(DLDA). The proposed DLDA algorithms can accept high-dimensional data input and optimize
Fisher’s criterion directly without any feature extraction operation by discarding the null space
of between-class matrix and meantime keeping the null space of within-class matrix to tackle
the incompatibility problem of PCA plus LDA. Due to its effectiveness, researchers adopt DLDA
in diverse applications and receive outperforming results in [15, 10]. Therefore back to our orig-
inal intention, in this paper we adopt DLDA to solve SSS problem during the implementation
process.
1.1 Related Works
The essential problem of Discriminative PCA is how to build the computational framework in
order the derived subspace to possess the superiorities of LDA and PCA and overcome their
limitations simultaneously. According to the fact that classifier fusion is promising research
directions in the field of pattern recognition and computer vision. It seems reasonable to expect
that a better performance could be obtained by combining the resulting classifiers. Then idea
of fusing PCA and LDA hence becomes feasible. Bsaed on this consideration, some relevant
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combining techiniques are designed for applications in diverse areas involving face recognition,
verification, re-identification, classification and fault detection [11, 9, 16, 2, 19, 3]. Authors fuse
PCA-LDA in data preprocessing part for extraction of facial features in [11] by integrating two
covariance matrices together into a single covariance matrix. The fused subspce is expected to
preserve the nature of both subfaces of PCA and LDA in hence to improve its performances.
However during the computation process, the two covariance matrices are calculated directly on
original data matrix which is constructed by highly dimensional vectors. This is an intractable
task especially in calculation of corresponded eigenvalues. Similar problems occur in the other
literatures, despite the fusion strategies perform outstanding results, there still exist two serious
drawbacks. One is the expensive computation cost and the other one is the easy occurrence of
SSS problem during LDA procedure. Take ORL facial database [6] for an illustation, there are
40 people totally and 10 facial images per person with size of pixels 112× 92, then each image
can be seen as a point in 10304-dimensional space. If we choose 5 training images per individual
in face recognition, then the size of training matrix is 10304 × 200. In this case, the fusion of
PCA and LDA will be conducted directly in two 10304 × 10304 covariances matrices so that
the computational cost becomes very expensive which will lead to application difficulties. The
SSS probelm that comes with it will cause inefficiency. Therefore fuse PCA and LDA directly
cannot meet our purpose, other thoughts to enhance discriminant information for PCA need
to be developed. Not like the fusion classifiers, novel methods incorporating the discriminant
constraints inside for non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) and kernel NMF (KNMF) are
proposed in [29, 7]. Which inspires us to discover discriminant projections for sample data after
projection to the obtained low-dimensional subspace. For guaranteeing outperforming properties
with low computational cost and solving the potential SSS problem, we enhance discriminant
information inside of PCA procedure by adopting DLDA strategy on a converted small size
matrix with respect to original sample matrix. For understanding Discriminative PCA, the next
section will introduce the processes of feature extraction in face recognition by using of PCA
and LDA.
2 PCA and LDA
Through introduction, it is now clear that Discriminative PCA is such process that performing
PCA on a discriminative matrix which is computed by LDA. Therefore in order to come into our
novel approach better, at the beginning we briefly introduce the schemes of PCA and LDA in
feature extraction of face recognition. Firstly the symbols and their descriptions are concluded
in table 1.
The represented symbols listed in table 1 are described in details. The input training samples
is a set of c observations defined by
Ω = {Ω1,Ω2, . . . ,Ωc}, Ωi = {ωi1, ωi2, · · · , ωil}, i = 1, · · · , c
c and l have their own meanings thereof as table 1 describes. Then the training sample matrix
can be represented as
Ω = [ω11, . . . , ω1l, · · · , ωc1, . . . , ωcl] (1)
which is a real matrix composed by ωij sorted as column and the size is MN × cl.
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Symbols Descriptions Dimensions
Ω = {ωij} training matrix consisting of the set of inputtraining images, one column represents one facial image MN × cl
ωij jth face of ith individual MN × 1
MN dimensions of ωij scalar
c the number of persons scalar
l
number of training images per person, we assume that
each individual has same number of training images
scalar
cl total number of training images scalar
C covariance matrix MN ×MN
ω¯ mean of all training samples MN × 1
ω¯i mean of the ith-class sample MN × 1
Sb between-class matrix MN ×MN
Sw within-class matrix MN ×MN
Table 1: Partial symbols used in this paper.
2.1 PCA implementation by the covariance method
PCA [23, 5] can be used to reduce dimensions by mapping original sample matrix into a p-
dimensional feature subspace, where pMN. This is an algorithm based on Karhunen-Loève
transform which is a common orthogonal transform that choose a dimensionality reducing lin-
ear projection that maximizes the scatter of all projected samples. Its orthogonal basis functions
used in this representation are determined by the covariance function of the process. In detail,
the transform was found by expanding the process with respect to the basis spanned by the eigen-
vectors of the covariance function. The purpose of PCA hence is finding a linear transformation
projecting the original sample matrix onto a p-dimensional feature subspace V which is defined
by the linear transformation as follows,
Y = V TΩ (2)
where V ∈ RMN×p is a matrix with orthonormal columns composed by vk, k = 1, . . . , p. The
computation details will be described in next subsequent paragraphs. For making sure projected
samples are maximal scatter without correlations, the process implemented on centred sample
matrix as the forthcoming paragraph introduces.
Matrix Ω in table 1 is described thereof each column represents an observation which can
be seen a point in MN -dimensional space. In covariance method, the essential step for PCA is
seeking a set of p orthonormal vectors vk, which best represent the distribution of all samples.
This process can be satisfied through diagonalizing the covariance matrix of centred sample data
by (3)
C =
1
cl
c∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
(ωij − ω¯)(ωij − ω¯)T (3)
We learn from table 1 that ω¯ is the average of all observations which is defined by ω¯ =
4
1cl
c∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
ωij . The required feature vectors are the orthonormal eigenvectors of C correspond-
ing to p largest eigenvalues, set A =
1√
MN
[ω11 − ω¯, · · · , ω1l − ω¯, · · · , ωcl − ω¯] then vk are
chosen so that the diagonal elements of
Λ = diag (λ1, · · · , λMN ) = V T (AAT )V (4)
attains larger values. However, the covariance matrix is MN ×MN real symmetric matrix,
which is so large therefore easily cause the computation difficulties in calculation of eigenvalues
and the corresponding eigenvectors. For overcoming this shortage, more feasible method should
be considered, that is decomposing the novel matrix
C˜ = ATA
by its eigenvectors. the size now is cl × cl, which is much smaller than C. We assume uk are
the eigenvectors of C˜ corresponding to eigenvalue λk, then the feature vectors vk derived from
can be calculated by Auk since
ATAuk = λkuk → AAT (Auk) = λk(Auk) (5)
Now the feature matrix can be calculated by V = AU , where U = [u1, . . . , up] which is
composed by eigenvectors corresponding to top p largest eigenvalues. PCA has successful ap-
plication in face recognition which is well known as eigenfaces.
2.2 LDA-fisher method
Although the feature space yielded by PCA contains maximal scatter information without cor-
relations among samples, PCA is sensitive to unexpected variations such as illumination, ex-
pressions and poses in face recognition because lacking of discriminant information. In these
situations, variations between images of the same person are larger than image variations derived
from changing person identity. Thus the PCA projections may not be optimal from a discrim-
inant viewpoint. The limitation in separability of eigenfaces was overcomed by [1]. Which is
so called LDA algorithm, also notified as fisherface in face recognition. LDA is a supervised
method, then it makes sense to use of labelled information of training samples to build a more
reliable method for dimensionality reduction of the feature space.
Similarly in PCA, feature matrix W of fisher LDA can be defined by the following linear
transformation
Y = W TΩ (6)
where W ∈ RMN×m can be computed in such a way that the ratio of the between-class matrix
and the within-class matrix is maximized for all training samples. We use Sb and Sw to denote
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between-class and within-class matrices respectively. The detailed formations are listed in (7).
Sb =
c∑
i=1
(ω¯i − ω¯)(ω¯i − ω¯)T
Sw =
c∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
(ωij − ω¯i)(ωij − ω¯i)T
(7)
where ω¯i =
1
l
l∑
j=1
ωij , then the feature matrix W of fisher LDA can be obtained by
W = arg max
W
W TSbW
W TSwW
= [w1, w2, · · · , wm]
(8)
where wi, i = 1, · · · ,m is the eigenvectors of Sb and Sw corresponding to the top m largest
eigenvalues, i.e.
S−1w Sbwi = λiwi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m
Obviously, feature vectors wi can be obtained by eigenvalue decomposition of S−1w Sb, the size
of which isMN×MN . Similarly as in PCA, this is an intractable task. In addition to computa-
tional difficulty, one potential situation easily confronted is that Sw is always singular especially
in face recognition field. This stems from the fact that the number of observations much smaller
than their dimensions, i.e. the pixels number, this is so called SSS problem.
2.3 Conclusions of PCA and LDA
To illustrate the properties of PCA and LDA, we conclude their superiorities and shortcomings
in this subsection to bring the original intention of Discriminative PCA. The key advantage of
PCA in face recognition is the low noise sensitivity, low computational cost and high recogni-
tion accuracy on ideal facial databases. Compared with LDA, PCA works better in case where
number of class is less. However, PCA only consider the most scattered information among all
samples, whereas LDA works better with large dataset having multiple classes which stems from
the fact that class separability is an important factor while reducing dimensionality. Conversely,
LDA has much more expensive computational cost than PCA and usually face to SSS problem.
Based on these considerations, construct a novel technique that can preserve both superiorities
of PCA and LDA and at the same time overcome their weaknesses is promising and neces-
sary. Discriminative PCA derives from this original intention. In the next section, the details of
Discriminative PCA will be explained well.
3 Discriminative PCA
The core idea of Discriminative PCA is constructing an algorithm to find a subspace contains dis-
criminative principal components, i.e. eigen-subspace that possesses discriminant information.
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In order to fulfil this purpose, the essential implementation is performing PCA on discriminative
matrices. Therefore the main problem need to be solved by Discriminative PCA is how to com-
pute discriminative matrices. In one word, similarly as in PCA and LDA, we are aiming to find
a feature matrix Ξ such that build the following linear transformation
Y = ΞTΩ (9)
where Ξ ∈ RMN×p composed by a set of feature vectors v˜k, k = 1, . . . , p which are top p prin-
cipal components containing discriminant information. The idea of Discriminative PCA arises a
natural and feasible thought that is implementing PCA to the matrix that contains discriminative
information instead of to original sample data. This is a process that use of LDA to enhance sep-
arability for PCA. However if we directly adopt LDA, then the conundrums of computational
cost and SSS problem will stop us forward. From subsection 2.2, it is clearly the size of Sb and
Sw isMN ×MN , which is too large to calculating the relevant discriminative matrices. There-
fore the primary issue for us is designing a novel small size matrix such that the complexity shall
be much lower when perform LDA on it than on original sample matrix. The original training
sample matrix is hence converted into
S˜ := ΩTΩ, (10)
which is a cl×clmatrix. cl stands for class number as described in table 1, the size of S˜ therefore
is much smaller now so that the computation crisis is solved successfully. In order to obtain the
discrimination information of Ω rather than S˜, we should find the relationship between them.
We start with the calculations of S˜b and S˜w for S˜ by
S˜b =
c∑
i=1
(ΩT ω¯i −ΩT ω¯)(ΩT ω¯i −ΩT ω¯)T
= ΩT
[
c∑
i=1
(ω¯i − ω¯)(ω¯i − ω¯)T
]
Ω
similarly, we have
S˜w =
c∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
(ΩTωij −ΩT ω¯i)(ΩTωij −ΩT ω¯i)T
= ΩT
 c∑
i=1
l∑
j=1
(ωij − ω¯i)(ωij − ω¯i)T
Ω.
where S˜b and S˜w denote between-class matrix and within-class matrix of S˜ respectively. Sb
and Sw are the corresponding discriminative matrices of Ω. Then the relationship between them
can be described as
S˜b = Ω
TSbΩ
S˜w = Ω
TSwΩ
(11)
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The feature space Ξ we committed to find should possess discriminant information, which
means that Ξ can be obtained based on the optimal subspace W described in formulation (8).
For the reason of computational difficulty, we calculate W˜ of S˜ at the beginning in order to
deduce W . We firstly give a lemma to explain the relationship between W and W˜ .
Lemma 1. Suppose X, A are invertible matrices, if w˜ is an eigenvector of A˜−1B˜, and A˜ =
XTAX, B˜ = XTBX , then Xw˜ is an eigenvector of A−1B.
Proof.
B˜w˜ = λA˜w˜
⇒ (XTBX)w˜ = λXTAXw˜
⇒ (XTA)−1(XTB)Xw˜ = λXw˜
⇒ A−1(XT )−1(XT )B(Xw˜) = λ(Xw˜)
⇒ A−1B(Xw˜) = λ(Xw˜)
According to Lemma 1, W can be obtained by
W = ΩW˜ (12)
where W˜ ∈ Rcl×m is constructed by eigenvectors w˜k, k = 1, . . . ,m corresponding to top m
largest eigenvalues derived from S˜−1w S˜bW˜ = λW˜ . But non-singularity is a necessary require-
ment for all the relevant computations above mentioned. However, particularly in face recog-
nition it is very difficult to guarantee sample matrix and within-class matrix are non-singular,
i.e. SSS problem. Therefore, we need to find an appropriate approach to solve this task. In
addition to SSS problem, we find that the elemental values of S˜w and S˜b are too large to getting
correct results. Before settle SSS problem, we first design regularization strategies to preserve
that elemental values in an appropriate range. There are two ways to carry out this goal, which
are described as below formula: {
S˜w = S˜w./S˜w
S˜b = S˜b./S˜b
(13)
and {
S˜w = S˜w./max(S˜w)
S˜b = S˜b./max(S˜b)
(14)
where symbol ./ stands for each element of matrix in numerator divide its denominator. • is
the mean value of all elements of matrix • and max(•) is the maximal element of •. We call
regularization showed in 13 as mean value rule and other one of 14 is maximum rule.
Now it is time to face SSS problem occurred during the process of calculate W˜ . SSS problem
still exit because
rank(S˜w) ≤ min{rank(Ω), rank(Sw)}
As mentioned in introduction, DLDA is used to solve SSS problem in this paper to resolve
the defect of losing important discriminant information deduced by PCA plus LDA. The most
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important innovation of DLDA is discard the null space of S˜b rather than discarding the null
space of S˜w. The benefit of this way is can reserve the most discriminative information from
the subspace B′ ∩A, where B′ is the complementary space of B, which is null space spanned
by eigenvectors corresponding to zero eigenvalues of S˜b. A is the space which is spanned
by eigenvectors corresponding to the relevant smaller eigenvalues of S˜w. Before specifically
explain the implementation process of DLDA, relevant denotes are given by here: Eb is a space
spanned by eigenvectors of S˜b corresponding to its all eigenvalues which are used to construct
diagonal matrix Λb. Firstly we discard the eigenvectors of zero eigenvalues from Eb, then Eˆb
stands for the space spanned by the remaining eigenvectors and Λˆb is a diagonal matrix of which
diagonal elements are the corresponding remaining eigenvalues. Thereby B′ can be calculated
through the following formulation, in this way we have B′T S˜bB′ = In, where In is an identity
matrix with size n× n and n is the number of the remaining eigenvectors.
B′ = EˆbΛˆ
−1/2
b (15)
Based on formula (15), the intersect subspace B′ ∩A can be achieved by the next steps. Firstly
diagonalise B′T S˜wB′ to get the eigenvectors’ space Ew and the corresponding diagonal matrix
Λw which is composed by corresponding eigenvalues. The second step is discard the eigenvec-
tors corresponding to largest eigenvalues. We use Eˆw and Λˆw stand for the spaces spanned by
the remaining eigenvectors and eigenvalues after discarding. Now W˜ can be calculated by
W˜ = B′EˆwΛˆ−1/2w (16)
Eventually according to (12), we get the discriminative matrix of Ω by
W = ΩW˜ (17)
The subsequent task of Discriminative PCA is perform PCA on discriminative matrix W
obtained by (17) to get the feature space Ξ. As steps explained in subsection 2.1, we firstly
construct the covariance matrix CW based on centred W and then select the orthonormal eigen-
vectors with top p largest eigenvalues of CW to construct the feature space Ξ. Then we can
extract the discriminative principal features by mapping all training samples to Ξ through (9).
The detailed process is described in the pseudocode of Discriminative PCA algorithm 1.
4 Experimental Results
For evaluating the effectiveness of Discriminative PCA, in this section we compare the per-
formances in recognition accuracy and running time of Discriminative PCA with DLDA and
PCA in face recognition on four facial databases, they are CMU PIE [20], FERET[14], YALE
[24] and ORL respectively. We use mean value rule (13) to complete the regularization step of
Discriminative PCA on the four experimental facial databases. All the face images we used in
experiments are gray-scale and dealt with aligning by the locations of eyes. And only facial part
image reserved after cropping. These four facial databases have their various properties. For an
illustration, CMU PIE contains different factors in pose, illumination and expression. Specifi-
cally over 40,000 facial images of 68 individuals are collected. Each person is imaged across
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for calculating feature subspace Ξ by Discriminative PCA algorithm.
Input:
Training facial images set Ω
Output:
Feature subspace Ξ that used for linear transformation
Process:
Step 1. Calculate S˜w and S˜b of ΩTΩ;
Step 2. Regularize S˜w and S˜b;
Step 3. Calculate the eigenvectors of S˜b corresponding to non-zero eigenvalues: Eˆb =
[eb1, . . . , ebn], Λˆ
−1/2
b = [λb
−1/2
1 , . . . , λb
−1/2
n ];
Step 4. Let B′ = EˆbΛˆ
−1/2
b , then calculate the eigenvectors Ew of B
′T S˜wB′;
Step 5. Discard the eigenvectors of Ew with respect to the largest eigenvalues to obtain
Eˆw = [ew1, . . . , ewm];
Step 6. Calculate feature subspace W˜ of ΩTΩ by W˜ = B′EˆwΛˆ
−1/2
w , Λˆ
−1/2
w =
[λw
−1/2
1 , . . . , λw
−1/2
m ];
Step 7. Calculate discriminative matrix W of Ω by W = ΩW˜ ;
Step 8. Compute the covariance of centred discriminative matrix W through CW =
1
m
(W −
W¯ )T (W − W¯ );
Step 9. Select the eigenvectors [eC1, . . . , eCp] with the top p largest eigenvalues of C;
Step 10. Normalise [eC1, . . . , eCp] to obtain feature subspace Ξ which is composed by[
eC1
‖eC1‖
, . . . ,
eCp
‖eCp‖
]
.
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13 different poses, under 43 different illumination conditions, and with 4 different expressions.
Figure 1 shows the partial images of CMU PIE with brief description.
Figure 1: We randomly select 15 people and 49 images for each person with the size of 64× 64
pixels under much different situations involving illumination and expression from pose-No. 05
of PIE database.
FERET database derives from the Face Recognition Technology (FERET) program, which is
a large database of facial images, divided into development and sequestered portions. There are
color- and gray-version FERET databases containing more than 10,000 images under various
situations involving pose, age, expressions, etc. We choose 50 people and 7 images per each
individual of gray-version FERET database in experiments. These images are tiff format with
pixels 80× 80 and partial of them are displayed in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Partial images of Gray FERET face database.
YALE face database contains 165 images of 15 individuals. There are 11 images per each
person, one per different facial expression or configuration as partial images showed in figure 3:
center-light, w/glasses, happy, left-light, w/no glasses, normal, right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised,
and wink. We select all facial images of YALE database to complete our experiments in this part.
Figure 3: Partial images of YALE face database, in which all individuals are chosen for experi-
ments and the size of each image is 80× 80 pixels.
Figure 4 shows the partial images of ORL facial database collected under relatively ideal
situations, which means that images of ORL contain less changes compared with PIE, FERET
and YALE.
Nearest-neighbour classifier is used to finish recognition step in our experiments and running
time is the average value by running 20 times. More reliable results can be obtained through
using different number of training images per person. In this way we can analytically compare
the performances of Discriminative PCA, DLDA and PCA more comprehensive. The subscript
of denotion ‘PropertyTraining number’ showed in tables 2-5 stands for this index. There are
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Figure 4: Partial images of ORL, this database composed by 40 individuals and 10 images per
person with the size of 112× 92 pixels.
three cases in PIE database we design for experiments. It is clearly observe from table 2 that
whenever training number is small or large (from 5 to 20 images for each person), Discriminative
PCA always be far superior to PCA and DLDA in recognition accuracy. Particularly when the
training number is small, the advantage is more significant. And in running time, Discriminative
PCA has a comparable results with PCA, in special case, it is even faster than PCA. Among
the three algorithms, results of DLDA and PCA are consistent with our analysis that DLDA
generally performs better in recognition rate whereas PCA is dominant in computational cost.
PropertyTraining number PCA DLDA Discriminative PCA
Accuracy5 31.36% 26.82% 43.79%
Accuracy15 53.53% 93.53% 95.88%
Accuracy20 69.66% 93.33% 95.86%
Running time5 0.668472 0.913645 0.667416
Running time15 0.706966 0.961559 0.723554
Running time20 0.721420 1.005333 0.757531
Table 2: Results of recognition accuracy and running time of PCA, DLDA and Discriminative
PCA when different training images per person used on PIE.
Since images for each person we choose in PIE under much different situation in illumination
of the same pose, results in table 2 indicate that Discriminative PCA resolve the problem of
sensitive to illumination for PCA by discriminant enhancement and at the same time reserve the
low computational complexity. For obtaining intuitively view, we display first ten basis images
of their own feature subspaces in figure 5. We find that in PCA, the basis images contain much
more illumination information than Discriminative PCA and DLDA.
Figure 5: From top row to bottom, the basis images on PIE database obtained sequentially by
PCA, DLDA and Discriminative PCA.
Different from in PIE, images of FERET we select are mainly focus on variations in poses
and expressions. Under these factors, results of table 3 also verify the similar conclusion that
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Discriminative PCA is far ahead on recognition rate than DLDA and PCA. More worth mention-
ing is the stable performance of Discriminative PCA even when training number is very small
(2 images for each one). With increasing the training images, recognition rates of DLDA and
Discriminative PCA higher, which is a different phenomenon compared with PCA. Even the
training number is large, PCA can not perform well when face images much variant in illumi-
nation, pose and expressions, etc. It proves that PCA has good properties under ideal situations
such in table 5 shows.
PropertyTraining number PCA DLDA Discriminative PCA
Accuracy2 55.20% 28.00% 73.20%
Accuracy3 45.00% 63.00% 74.50%
Accuracy4 52.00% 76.00% 79.33%
Accuracy5 40.00% 80.00% 90.00%
Running time2 0.223107 0.798677 0.366499
Running time3 0.239527 0.848357 0.243254
Running time4 0.241580 0.824079 0.275457
Running time5 0.258035 0.828137 0.273732
Table 3: Results of recognition accuracy and running time of PCA, DLDA and Discriminative
PCA when different training images per person used on FERET.
Similar results can be concluded through observing figure 6, which shows the first ten basis
images of three feature subspaces. The basis images of PCA contain more variant information
in pose and expression than Discriminative PCA and DLDA.
Figure 6: Basis images on FERET database calculated by various algorithms: first row is PCA,
second row is DLDA and last row is Discriminative PCA.
Different from other facial databases we used, images of YALE contain occlusion changes
such as wearing glasses or not, furthermore the expression changes more significant. Without
exception Discriminative PCA still outperform in recognition accuracy and also in running time
in this case. When the number of images used for training is larger, PCA performs better than
DLDA, details displayed in table 4.
Among the four databases, only on ideal facial database ORL, PCA has stable performance
that with training number increase, the recognition rate higher thereof. And in this case when
training number is small Discriminative PCA still far superior than PCA, whereas if training
number is large the three approaches have same good performances as table 5 shows.
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PropertyTraining number PCA DLDA Discriminative PCA
Accuracy3 62.86% 66.67% 75.24%
Accuracy4 57.14% 72.38% 78.10%
Accuracy5 81.11% 77.78% 82.22%
Accuracy7 91.11% 80.00% 95.56%
Running time3 0.221750 0.769583 0.216452
Running time4 0.246141 0.847130 0.245404
Running time5 0.238664 0.781730 0.245448
Running time7 0.228120 0.764449 0.224151
Table 4: Results of recognition accuracy and running time of PCA, DLDA and Discriminative
PCA when different training images per person used on YALE.
PropertyTraining number PCA DLDA Discriminative PCA
Accuracy3 85.36% 77.86% 90.36%
Accuracy5 93.50% 89.00% 95.00%
Accuracy7 95.83% 95.83% 95.83%
Running time3 0.795025 2.389738 0.777746
Running time5 0.878740 2.351540 0.947311
Running time7 0.851204 2.437706 0.906449
Table 5: Results of recognition accuracy and running time of PCA, DLDA and Discriminative
PCA when different training images per person used on ORL.
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5 Conclusions and Future Work
We propose a novel feature extraction approach denoted by Discriminative PCA in this paper.
The main purpose of Discriminative PCA is trying to find a feature subspace contains discrimi-
nant principal components. For achieving our goal, LDA is used to enhance the separability for
PCA. The core idea of Discriminative PCA is performing PCA on discriminative matrix. During
the implementation process, we adopt DLDA strategy to solve SSS problem when compute S˜b
and S˜w of converted training sample matrix ΩTΩ, which is a trick that simultaneously reduce
the computational complexity and solve SSS problem for the phase of calculating discriminative
matrix. The superiorities of Discriminative PCA have been proved through experimental results
on four popular facial databases in recognition rate and average running time. We remark that
the number of discarded eigenvectors with top m largest eigenvalues in step 5 and basis image
number p in step 9 of algorithm 1 is important to face recognition rate. Therefore how to select
appropriate m, p is a task need to be completed. Another point is that in the experimental part,
we regularize discriminant matrices by mean value rule. If we use of maximum rule, the results
in running time is faster than use of mean value rule whereas the recognize accuracy relatively
lower a little bit than using mean value rule, which means that the performance of face recog-
nition for Discriminative PCA is not so outstanding among the compared approaches PCA and
DLDA.
On the other hand, the proposed Discriminative PCA is a linear pattern recognition approach,
however many pattern samples lie on non-linear manifold to lead that linear models can not
extract and represent non-linear information thereof well, adding discriminant information to
non-linear approaches, such as kernel principal component analysis in order to improve the
performances therefore is our next work.
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